
 

Nickel-Chrome-Molybdenum Cutting Reels 

*  A very tough and hard wearing material 

*  Stays sharper for longer thus enhancing  

    grass condition whilst minimizing  

    maintenance. 

* Maximises the effects of relief grinding  

   thus minimizing friction, heat and wear. 

* Compatible with backlapping thus  

   keeping  

    blades sharp at a minimal cost. 

*  Reduces maintenance costs, downtime 

and  

    frustration. 
Optional Tungsten Tipped Bedknives 

*  Matched in hardness to the cutting reel so does not reduce cylinder life. 

*  Keeps its edge for up to 4 times longer than most other blades. 

*  Resistant to top dressing. 

*  Long life with infrequent maintenance requirements. 

Adjustable Bedknife aggression 

*  Produces a market leading quality of cut. 

*  Does not lay the grass over prior to cutting. 

*  Provides a true height of cut. 

*  Increases ball speed without lowering the height of cut. 

*  Can be adjusted to non aggressive for undulating or spongy greens. 

Bi-Directional Attachment Rotation 

*  Direction quickly changed by the turning of a lever. 

*  Enhances the condition of the grass. 

*  Reverse rotation will reduce lateral growth and thatch. 

*  Forward rotation maintains condition whilst reducing stress. 

Cable Driven Cutting Units 

*  Reduces the chances of hydraulic leaks on the putting surface. 

*  Does not suffer from the water ingress issues of an electric motor. 

*  Does not have the additional weight penalties of an electric drive system. 

*  Easy diagnosis and maintenance without the need of computer analysis. 

*  Provides constantly synchronized reel speeds with no slowing due to  

    uneven blade adjustment. 

Extra Lift Cutting Units 

* Depressing a button will raise the cutting units for higher ground clearance  

   over rough terrain. 

* The cutting units are then locked into place to avoid movement and damage  

   during transport over rough ground. 

Quick removal cutting units 

*  For fast and easy adjustment, maintenance and cleaning. 

*  Can quickly be converted to a tees mower. 

*  Can quickly be converted to take greens conditioning units. 

Excellent Contour Following 

*  The fully floating independent cutting units provide an even and  

    consistent cut over undulating surface without scalping. 

Advanced Traction and Slope performance 

*  Selectable 3WD provides unrivalled traction and slope performance. 

Dual Speed Cutting Cylinders 

*  A lower clip rate is ideal immediately after top dressing in order to  

    minimize cylinder wear and unwanted top dressing collection. 
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